INTRODUCTION

The Interpreter® from Master Meter makes our sought after 3G® AMR technology now available for nearly any water meter, from nearly any manufacturer.

Sensus®, Badger®, Neptune®, AMCO®, Hersey® — all available now with Master Meter 3G Mobile® AMR technology. ConnectionFree™ reliability, effortless installation and guaranteed results for accurate meter reading.

3G® Universal AMR Technology with Interpreter® only from Master Meter.

PLEASE NOTE: The user and the installer should be aware that changes and modifications to the equipment not expressly approved by Master Meter could void warranty and the user’s authority to operate the equipment. Professionally trained personnel should install the equipment.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: *Sensus®, Neptune® and Hersey®

The Interpreter® from Master Meter makes our sought after 3G® AMR technology now available for nearly any water meter, from nearly any manufacturer.

Step 1. Clean meter top of any material or debris.

Step 2. Place Interpreter kit on the meter’s bayonet register mount with odometer facing 11 o’clock as shown to ensure its proper position required for the next step (step 3).
**Step 3.** Twist Interpreter kit clockwise to position LCD display perpendicular to the flow line.

**Step 4.** Insert locking pin with arrow pointing up and push in until you hear a snapping sound to lock Interpreter in place.
**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: *Badger® and AMCO/Elster®***

**Step 1.** Clean meter top of any material or debris

**Step 2.** Place Interpreter kit on the meter’s bayonet register mount with odometer facing 11 o’clock as shown to ensure its proper position required for the next step (step 3).

**Step 3.** Twist Interpreter kit clockwise to position LCD display perpendicular to the flow line.

**Step 4.** Using a tool with a flat surface, insert locking pin all the way until flush with plastic.